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Summary  
 
Real-Time Bidding (RTB) allows foreign states and non-state actors to obtain 
compromising sensitive personal data about key European personnel and leaders.  
 
Key insights:  
§ Our investigation highlights a widespread trade in data about sensitive European 

personnel and leaders that exposes them to blackmail, hacking and compromise, 
and undermines the security of their organisations and institutions.  
 

§ These data flow from Real-Time Bidding (RTB), an advertising technology that is active 
on almost all websites and apps. RTB involves the broadcasting of sensitive data 
about people using those websites and apps to large numbers of other entities, 
without security measures to protect the data. This occurs billions of times a day.  

 
§ Our examination of tens of thousands of pages of RTB data† reveals that EU military 

personnel and political decision makers are targeted using RTB (page 11).  
 

§ This report also reveals that Google and other RTB firms send RTB data about 
people in the U.S. to Russia and China, where national laws enable security agencies 
to access the data. RTB data are also broadcast widely within the EU in a free-for-
all, which means that foreign and non-state actors can indirectly obtain them, too.  

 
§ RTB data often include location data or time-stamps or other identifiers that make it 

relatively easy for bad actors to link them to specific individuals. Foreign states and 
non-state actors can use RTB to spy on target individuals’ financial problems, 
mental state, and compromising intimate secrets. Even if target individuals use 
secure devices, data about them will still flow via RTB from personal devices, their 
friends, family, and compromising personal contacts.  

 
§ In addition, private surveillance companies in foreign countries deploy RTB data for 

surreptitious surveillance. We reveal “Patternz”, a previously unreported surveillance 
tool that uses RTB to profile 5 billion people, including the children of their targets.  

 
§ Our examination of RTB data reveals Cambridge Analytica style psychological 

profiling of target individuals’ movements, financial problems, mental health 
problems and vulnerabilities, including if they are likely survivors of sexual abuse.  

 
† See selected source files here:  
§ [Doc 1] Microsoft Xandr data marketplace RTB segment list (global, including Europe), May 2021 (136.6MB) 

URL: https://www.iccl.ie/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/Doc-1-Xandr-Data-Marketplace-May-2021.pdf 
§ [Doc 2] Dun & Bradstreet RTB segment list (global, including Europe), December 2021 (4.3MB) 

URL: https://www.iccl.ie/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/Doc-2-as-printed-Eyeota-8-December-2021.pdf  
§ [Doc 3] Dun & Bradstreet RTB segment list (Europe only), October 2023 (81MB)  

URL: https://www.iccl.ie/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/Doc-3-Dun-and-Brandstreet-Eyeota-October-
2023.pdf  

https://www.iccl.ie/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/Doc-1-Xandr-Data-Marketplace-May-2021.pdf
https://www.iccl.ie/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/Doc-2-as-printed-Eyeota-8-December-2021.pdf
https://www.iccl.ie/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/Doc-3-Dun-and-Brandstreet-Eyeota-October-2023.pdf
https://www.iccl.ie/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/Doc-3-Dun-and-Brandstreet-Eyeota-October-2023.pdf
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Background: RTB broadcasts EU data  
 

Almost every time1 a person loads new content on a website or app, instantaneous 
“Real-Time Bidding” (RTB) auctions determine what ads appear in front of them. RTB 
auctions occur in less than a second.   
 
§ RTB auctions are run by “ad exchange” companies. Google is the largest. They 

broadcast data about a person (who is viewing a website or app) to a large number of 
other companies, called “Demand Side Platforms” (DSPs). DSPs represent advertisers.  
 

§ Each DSP examines the broadcasted data about a person to evaluate whether to make 
a bid (on behalf of their clients) to have an ad appear in front of that exact person. DSPs 
also add the new data to their existing dossiers about the person.  

 
§ Industry technical documentation says that “thousands” of DSPs can receive data 

from one auction for just one ad slot.2  
 
 

 

Very wide broadcasting of sensitive information   
 
The sale of a single ad slot often involves an auction of auctions, with several ad exchanges 
running competing auctions that are coordinated by a Supply Side Platform (SSP). This 
increases the number of DSPs that receive the broadcasted data.  
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§ Google’s documentation says that 1,102 firms may receive data from Google 
auctions in Europe (and far more from its auctions in the US).3  

 
§ Microsoft says 1,647 firms may receive its RTB data from its auctions.4 Meta, 

Amazon and others undoubtedly do the same.  
 
§ RTB data are broadcast without any security measures.5 After the broadcast there is 

no way to know or limit how receiving entities handle the RTB data. Nor is there any 
technical way to stop further distribution of RTB data. Industry documentation confirms 
“there is no technical way to limit the way data is used” after broadcast.6 This has been 
confirmed by 27 EU data protection supervisory authorities,7 and the UK.8  

 
§ RTB data broadcasts reveal highly sensitive information about a person including 

location9and movements over time,10 what they are reading or watching or 
listening to, sexual interests, and personal problems (see pages 15-17).  

 
§ This security problem affects not only sensitive personnel and leaders, but their 

families and associates, too. RTB data about people in Europe are broadcast 71 
trillion times a year (this figure excludes Amazon and Meta, for which we have no 
data).11  

 
 

 

Biggest. Data. Breach. Ever. (Repeated Daily) 
 

 
 
The chart shows industry12 data on the billions of daily RTB broadcasts in each EEA + UK 
country (excluding Amazon and Meta, for which we do not have data). 
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§ For example, RTB data about each German internet user was broadcast roughly 
once per minute that they are online in 2022, according to industry data.13 A person in 
France will have had their online activity and location exposed 340 times a day on 
average.14  

 
§ Google operates the largest RTB ad exchange. Industry data shows it is responsible 

for 21% of RTB broadcasts of EU data.15 Google’s RTB system is live on 15.6 million 
websites16 and millions of apps,17 and broadcasts data such as what people are viewing 
or doing on a website or app and their “hyperlocal”18 locations 42 billion times every 
day in Europe.19  
 

§ RTB’s security problem has been evident since at least as early as 2017, when 
researchers proved that for just $1,000 they could conclusively track targeted 
individuals’ physical movements and the sensitive (including religious and sexual) apps 
they used using RTB.20  

 
 
Insight  
 
RTB data about the average person are broadcast to many entities, hundreds of times a 
day. There is no way to limit or know what happens to RTB data after they are broadcast.  
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Foreign access to EU RTB data  
 
Foreign states and non-state actors can access compromising information about 
sensitive personnel and key leaders across Europe through the RTB system.  
 
§ Google sends European RTB data to many companies in China.21 The 2021 Data 

Security Law of the People's Republic of China allows the Chinese state to access EU 
RTB data once it is in the hands of Chinese companies.22  

 
§ Google also sends European RTB data to Russian companies.23 Russian law allows 

the FSB and other security services to access any data, including EU RTB data, 
collected by companies on Russian soil.24  

 
§ The Russian companies that Google sends EU RTB data to include AiData, which sells 

profiles about Russians who visit Russian political opposition websites.25 
 

§ Microsoft’s RTB firm Xandr also sends European RTB data to Russian26 and Chinese27 
entities, too. Other ad exchanges and SSPs are likely to be equally careless.  

 
 

Google sends EU RTB data to China  
 

 
 

The chart shows a small selection of the Chinese companies on Google’s official list28 of the 
1,100+ companies in various locations that it sends European RTB data to.  
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§ Foreign and non-state actors can obtain EU RTB data by operating their own DSPs to 
receive RTB broadcasts directly. There is no control over who can operate a DSP. For 
example, a foreign private surveillance company (Rayzone) owns a DSP, which allows it 
to directly receive RTB broadcasts from ad exchanges and SSPs.29 RTB data powers 
Rayzone’s “Echo” surveillance tool,30 which is “a fully stealth method of collection on 
any internet user” and offers “mass collection of all internet users in a country”.31 

 
§ Similarly, another private foreign surveillance company (Near Intelligence) obtained 

masses of RTB data directly from three ad exchanges32 through its own DSP.33 It claims 
to have used this data to profile 152 million Europeans, including their “home 
location”, “work places”, and places frequented”.34  

 
§ Foreign and non-state actors can also obtain EU RTB data indirectly: by buying from 

some of the many companies that receive RTB broadcasts.35 For example, another 
surveillance company (ISA) acknowledged it obtains RTB data indirectly via major RTB 
firms, which powers its “Patternz” surveillance system (see page 13).36  

 
 

 
A data free-for-all  
 
A large number of entities receive extraordinarily sensitive (see pages 15-17) RTB data about 
Europe’s leaders and sensitive defence personnel. There is no way to control what they then 
do with those data. Thus, an ad exchange has no way to know what entities actually receive 
RTB data from it. This is an enormous free-for-all of very sensitive data. Even if RTB data is 
only initially broadcast to companies in Europe, it will inevitably be available to foreign 
and non-state actors. 
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Insight  
 
Foreign states and non-state actors can obtain EU RTB data with ease. They can do this 
directly, by operating a DSP, or indirectly, by obtaining the data from another entity.  
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Targeting Europe’s leaders and 
sensitive defence personnel  
 
Our investigation highlights a widespread trade in RTB data about sensitive European 
personnel that exposes them to blackmail, hacking and compromise, and undermines 
the security of their organisations and institutions.  
 
 

 

RTB dossiers about security and defence personnel  
 
The screenshot shows RTB data about categories of people available from Dun & Bradstreet, a 
data broker company that also sells data provided by other data brokers (See Doc 3).37 This 
15,406 page spreadsheet includes people in France (and other Member States) categorised as 
“Intelligence and Counterterrorism”. These data are “observed from social sharing, 
searched page visits and click-backs on shared pages”.38  

 

 
 

These insights may be collected from diverse sources including RTB, and are then available for 
targeting using RTB. Segments are provided with RTB segment identification codes so that 
people they relate to can be identified by other entities via the RTB system.   
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§ Careless use of sensitive data is a feature of the RTB industry’s technical standards. The 

“IAB Context Taxonomy” is an RTB industry standard that categorises what target 
individuals are watching, reading, or listening to. The code IAB-122 marks a person’s 
interest as “defence industry”.39  

 
§ A second set of almost 2,000 RTB industry codes provide common rules for building 

dossiers about persons of interest once an RTB broadcast has been received. This is 
called the “IAB Audience Taxonomy”. IAB code 885 marks a person as being in 
procurement (“purchase intent”) in the “Aerospace and Defence” sector. Code 885 is 
for government. Code 876 is for the energy industry, etc.40  
 

§ Separately, a May 2021 list (Doc 1) of various RTB data available for purchase from 
various companies through the Microsoft “Xandr” data marketplace includes 651,463 
segments, and is 19,956 pages long.  
 

§ Doc 1 contains RTB segments for defence aerospace employees at Airbus;41 engineers 
at UK defence and critical infrastructure protection vendor BAE Systems;42  employees 
of Babcock,43 a defence vendor that provides maintenance for the UK nuclear 
submarine fleet, air force, and army; and employees of GKN Aerospace,44 which 
recently serviced the landing gear of the Dutch Airforce’s F-35 fleet45 and services JAS 
Gripen, F-16, and F-18 combat aircraft in Europe.  

 
§ Doc 1 includes RTB data on French, German, and UK army, navy, and air force 

personnel;46 those countries’ judges,47 politicians48 and personnel in sensitive industries 
including nuclear energy,49 aerospace & defence,50 and space technology.51 There 
are also segments about people whose location reveals they were located at security 
conferences, hotels, restaurants, and venues.52 One segment identifies people within six 
miles of a military base.53 Segments from Oracle (subsidiary Bluekai) categorise German 
civil servants54 and military personnel.55 

 
§ A slightly more recent segment sheet (Doc 2) provides similar segments on “People 

working in defense & space”,56 “People who work in the military”,57 “People 
working in judiciary”,58 etc. These are offered by various sellers, including LiveRamp 
(subsidiary “Pacific Data Partners”).59  

 
§ Another list, live as of October 2023, from Dun & Bradstreet (Doc 3) includes people 

categorised as “Government - Intelligence and Counterterrorism” in sixteen 
European countries (Austria,60 Belgium,61 Czech Republic,62 Denmark,63 Finland,64 
France,65 Germany,66 Ireland,67 Italy,68 the Netherlands,69 Poland,70 Spain,71 Sweden,72 
Switzerland,73 and the United Kingdom).74  

 
§ Doc 3 contains 130,293 segments provided by various data sellers. It also includes a 

segment of people categorised as “decision makers for the Government … National 
Security and International Affairs” for each of the sixteen countries.75 Other segments 
identify senior military officers in each country.76  
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§ Doc 3 lists the price to purchase access to “Users who are employed in the 
Government, specifically Government, Defense and Emergency”.77  

 
§ Also present in Doc 3 are segments about “decision makers for the political 

organizations”78 in each European country, in addition to segments of people 
categorised “army”,79 “navy”,80 and “aerospace and defense”.81  

 
§ Doc 3 also contains segments about military spouses and families in each country.82  
 
 

Commercial surveillance tool “Patternz” uses RTB data to 
profile 5 billion devices, including the children of its targets  
 
ISA, a private company, sells a surveillance tool called “Patternz”. It claims Patternz has 
profiled 5 billion people83 by analysing large volumes of RTB data that it says it obtains 
from a large number of RTB companies (including Google and Twitter).84 Patternz creators 
claim “knowhow of operating a realtime bidding platform for the last 5 years”.85  
 
As the screenshot shows, Patternz provides a targeted person’s current location, historical 
movements over several months, and who they frequently met.86 ISA says Patternz can 
identify a target’s children, co-workers, and their “driving path”.  

 

 
Note: redactions applied to image 
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Insight  
 
European personnel and leaders are categorised and targeted using RTB. At a minimum, 
this creates a security risk by exposing their movements and activities. The security threat is 
more acute, however, as the next section shows: RTB data about target individuals’ job 
functions can also be cross-referenced with more intimate RTB data about those individuals. 
This exposes targeted individuals and their organisations to severe security risks.  
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A torrent of blackmail data  
 
RTB data not only allow foreign states and non-state actors to track key personnel 
and leaders’ movements and online activity, but also expose intimate information 
about targeted individuals and their organisations to influence, blackmail, or hacking 
by foreign and non-state actors.  
 
§ Exploiting a person’s “M.I.C.E.” (their money problems or desires, ideology, 

vulnerabilities that can be compromised, and ego) characteristics is a well-established 
means of recruiting foreign intelligence assets.87 RTB is a goldmine of insights.  
 

§ RTB industry codes indicate a target individual’s psychological condition. For example, 
a recent family bereavement is marked by IAB Audience Taxonomy code 1502, which 
indicates intent to purchase funeral services).88 A heavy drinker is categorised by the 
combination of the IAB Audience Taxonomy code for “frequent purchaser” (code 
PIPF3) with the code for “alcohol consumption” (code 369).  

 
§ IAB Context Taxonomy also provides psychological insights. For example, code IAB-287 

denotes “mental health”, code IAB-311 denotes “substance abuse”.89  
 
 

A goldmine of kompromat on specific leaders  
 
The RTB security problem can enable foreign states and non-state actors to target specific 
leaders and personnel in Europe, and mine RTB for information about their financial 
circumstances, mental state, and compromising intimate secrets. This exposes Europe’s 
most sensitive institutions and industries to hacking, blackmail, and compromise. 
 

 
Note: image is a sketch of data that be available through RTB about a specific leader (example is not a real person) 
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§ Commercially available RTB segments in Microsoft Xandr’s list (Doc 1) reveal whether a 
person suffers depression (provided by Nielsen,90 Epsilon,91 LiveRamp,92 comScore,93 
Oracle,94 and many others), or other conditions such as chronic pain,95 substance 
abuse,96 and anxiety disorders (provided by OnAudience).97  

 
§ Doc 1 includes further compromising data about individuals’ mental health, psychology, 

politics, sexuality, and finances. For example, several segments categorise likely 
survivors of sexual abuse (provided by comScore,98 Grapeshot,99 Integral Ad 
Science,100 and DoubleVerify).101  

 
§ Segments about people in France include whether a person is homosexual,102 

menopausal,103 and even what brand of underwear they wear.104  
 
§ Doc 1 also includes Cambridge Analytica style psychological profiling of German 

people (provided by AZ Direct).105 Among other things, the data indicate the degree to 
which a target individual is “materialistic” or “dutiful”, potentially revealing how open to 
bribes they are.  

 
 

 
Catholic priest outed by sensitive RTB data  
 
RTB data over 52 weeks revealed a Catholic priest’s use of gay apps and his visits to private 
homes and to a gay bathhouse.106 The individual left the priesthood when the data were 
made public. It was later revealed that a conservative group had invested millions of dollars 
on sex app RTB data to monitor whether Catholic priests are celibate.107 Beyond the severe 
intrusion into privacy, the example shows how a similar operation can be conducted to 
blackmail or manipulate European personnel and leaders. 
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§ IAB Audience Taxonomy codes identify compromising insights about target individuals’ 
financial problems, such as “payday and emergency loans” (code 1395), income, 
savings, debt, family life, seniority at work, and so on.108  IAB Context taxonomy code 
IAB-65 denotes “bankruptcy”, and IAB-405 denotes “personal debt”, etc.109  

 
§ Commercially available segments in Doc 3 provide insight about targeted individuals’ 

financial circumstances: whether they are gamblers,110 and gambling high spenders;111 
their income, level of debt level, etc. Doc 1 provides insight on whether, for example, a 
Danish person has only a small pension.112 . This is valuable information for any foreign 
state that seeks a means of recruiting a potential European intelligence “asset”.  

 
§ Doc 3 also includes segments about people’s ideology and political views. For 

example, whether an Italian is a moderate;113 a German is a rural conservative;114 a Dane 
is traditional and community orientated;115 or Briton has “family values”.116  

 
§ IAB codes and segment codes can be sent with ID codes to identify the specific person 

concerned and tie every new piece of data to them.117 In any case, other data are 
broadcast that aid identification where there is no ID code.118 Thus, foreign states and 
non-state actors can build detailed dossiers about target individuals daily lives and 
vulnerabilities.  

 
 
Insight  
 
Dissemination of RTB data creates a serious security risk for Europe. RTB data can be 
combined by foreign states and non-state actors to build highly compromising dossiers 
about Europe’s sensitive personnel and leaders.  
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Neutralising RTB’s security threat  
 
Fixing RTB will resolve Europe’s security threat.  
 
§ Two entities set the rules for what data are permitted in RTB broadcasts:  

1. IAB TechLab: IAB TechLab is the tracking industry’s standards body. Its “OpenRTB 
protocol”119 sets the rules for 79% of RTB data broadcasts in Europe.120  

2. Google: Google’s “Authorized Buyers protocol”121 governs the remaining 21% of 
RTB broadcasts in Europe. 
 

§ Currently, IAB TechLab and Google permit RTB broadcasts to include personal data. 
These personal data can identify a targeted individual, and can be linked to subsequent 
RTB broadcasts about the same person to build up a long-term dossier about them.  
 

§ Google and IAB TechLab should amend their protocols so that no personal data are 
permitted in future RTB broadcasts. All identifying and linkable data must be removed. 
This includes high resolution timestamps, data extensions, unique identifiers, etc. This 
will foil foreign and non-state actors who operate their own DSPs, or who indirectly 
obtain RTB data from other entities that receive RTB broadcasts. This can be enforced 
and monitored at SSPs and ad exchanges. 

 
§ Google and IAB TechLab are responsible as “data controllers” under the GDPR, and 

can be ordered to prevent personal data from being broadcast.122  
 

 
Insight  
 
RTB industry data standards create an unacceptable risk to EU and Member State security. 
Despite the large number of companies in the RTB industry, the RTB security threat can be 
easily neutralised by enforcing data protection law on the responsible standards setters.  
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Recommendations  
 
RTB is a security threat. Foreign states and non-state actors have access to 
compromising information about Europe’s sensitive personnel and leaders through 
RTB. The hazard to European security is acute and must be addressed.  
 
1. The European Commission should request that the European Data Protection Board 

examine the RTB security crisis.123 Data protection supervisory authorities should 
enforce the GDPR “security principle” (GDPR Article 5(1)f) by ordering the two relevant 
data controllers, IAB TechLab and Google, to fix their RTB standards as described on 
page 18 to prevent SSPs and advertising exchanges from disclosing any potential 
personal data to any other entities.  

 
2. In parallel, the EU Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) should issue an alert to Member 

States and Union institutions, bodies, offices and agencies. In 2021, the U.S. 
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency recommended that all federal 
agencies block ads to reduce the “risk of data collection by third parties”.124 However, 
this on its own will not be sufficient. Even if institutions take steps to mitigate RTB 
security risks, people will be exposed in their personal and family lives.  

 
3. The European External Action Service (EEAS), the NIS Cooperation Group and ENISA 

should be directed to urgently conduct a joint assessment of RTB as a security threat to 
the European Union.  

 
4. If necessary, the European Commission should consider whether there is a divergent 

approach to this common security issue, and whether it should propose measures to 
introduce legal certainty and harmonisation.  
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Notes 
 
 
1 RTB is the dominant technology of online advertising. 

RTB “Programmatic” including display and video ads 
accounted for an estimated $99bn in 2021, more even 
than search advertising ($78.3bn), according to “PwC 
IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report 2021”, April 
2022 (URL: https://www.iab.com/insights/internet-
advertising-revenue-report-full-year-2021/), pp 17, 21.  

2 The word "thousands" is used in “pubvendors.json 
v1.0”, IAB Europe, 25 April 2018 
(URL: https://github.com/InteractiveAdvertisingBureau/
GDPR-Transparency-and-Consent-
Framework/blob/master/pubvendors.json%20v1.0%20
Draft%20for%20Public%20Comment.md#liability).  

3 “Ad technology providers”, Google (URL: 
https://support.google.com/admanager/answer/90129
03?hl=en#).  

4 “Service Policies” , Xandr (No longer public, archived 
URL: https://www.iccl.ie/wp-
content/uploads/2022/01/K13-24032021-
service_policies_3-24-2021.pdf).  

5 The industry relies on good faith and contractual 
stipulations.  

6 “pubvendors.json v1.0”, IAB Europe, 25 April 2018 
(URL: https://github.com/InteractiveAdvertisingBureau/
GDPR-Transparency-and-Consent-
Framework/blob/master/pubvendors.json%20v1.0%20
Draft%20for%20Public%20Comment.md#liability). 

7 This was confirmed by a decision of 28 European data 
protection authorities. See paragraph 429, ‘Decision on 
the merits 21/2022 of 2 February 2022”, European 
Data Protection Board (URL: 
https://www.gegevensbeschermingsautoriteit.be/publi
cations/beslissing-ten-gronde-nr.-21-2022-english.pdf).  

8 The UK Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) 
reported that “once data is out of the hands of one 
party, essentially that party has no way to guarantee 
that the data will remain subject to appropriate 
protection and controls” in “Update report into adtech 
and real time bidding”, 20 June 2019 (URL: 
https://ico.org.uk/media/about-the-
ico/documents/2615156/adtech-real-time-bidding-
report-201906-dl191220.pdf), pp. 20-1.  

9 See “lat” and “long” in “Object: Geo” in “AdCom v1, 
IAB TechLab”, March 2022 (URL: 
https://github.com/InteractiveAdvertisingBureau/AdC
OM/blob/master/AdCOM%20v1.0%20FINAL. 
md#object_geo); and see “HyperlocalSet” in 
“Authorized Buyers Proto v253”, Google (URL: 
https://developers.google.com/authorized-
buyers/rtb/realtime-bidding-guide#hyperlocalset-
object).  

  
 

10 See “lat” and “long” in “Object: Geo” in “AdCom v1, 
IAB TechLab”, March 2022 (URL: 
https://github.com/InteractiveAdvertisingBureau/AdC
OM/blob/master/AdCOM%20v1.0%20FINAL. 
md#object_geo); and see “HyperlocalSet” in 
“Authorized Buyers Proto v253”, Google (URL: 
https://developers.google.com/authorized-
buyers/rtb/realtime-bidding-guide#hyperlocalset-
object).  

11 For detail on the scale of RTB see "The Biggest Data 
Breach ICCL report on the scale of Real-Time Bidding 
data broadcasts in the U.S. and Europe", ICCL, May 
2022 (URL: https://www.iccl.ie/digital-data/iccl-report-
on-the-scale-of-real-time-bidding-data-broadcasts-in-
the-u-s-and-europe/).  

12 Data obtained by ICCL. See "The Biggest Data Breach 
ICCL report on the scale of Real-Time Bidding data 
broadcasts in the U.S. and Europe", ICCL, May 
2022 (URL: https://www.iccl.ie/digital-data/iccl-report-
on-the-scale-of-real-time-bidding-data-broadcasts-in-
the-u-s-and-europe/). 

13 The number of broadcasts per minute in Germany is 
calculated by dividing the 6.4 billion RTB broadcasts 
every day by the average number of minutes that 
Germans spend online per day (326). This average time 
spent is from a Global Web Index survey of Germans 
aged 16-64 conducted in Q3 of 2020, published by 
HooteSuite and We Are Social (URL: https:// 
wearesocial-cn.s3.cn-north-
1.amazonaws.com.cn/common/ digital2021/digital-
2021-global.pdf).  

14 For detail on the scale of RTB see "The Biggest Data 
Breach ICCL report on the scale of Real-Time Bidding 
data broadcasts in the U.S. and Europe", ICCL, May 
2022 (URL: https://www.iccl.ie/digital-data/iccl-report-
on-the-scale-of-real-time-bidding-data-broadcasts-in-
the-u-s-and-europe/).  

15 "The Biggest Data Breach ICCL report on the scale of 
Real-Time Bidding data broadcasts in the U.S. and 
Europe", ICCL, May 2022 (URL: 
https://www.iccl.ie/digital-data/iccl-report-on-the-scale-
of-real-time-bidding-data-broadcasts-in-the-u-s-and-
europe/), p. 6.  
The UK Competition & Markets Authority also found 
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109 See Content Taxonomy v1-3.0, IAB TechLab (URL: 

https://github.com/InteractiveAdvertisingBureau/Taxon
omies/tree/main/Content%20Taxonomies).  
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112 Row 226875 of Doc 1.  
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115 Row 28,564 of Doc 3, Provided by GDR.  
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code. In “Server-to-server bidding”, Meta for 

Developers (URL: 
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/audience-
network/overview/in-house-mediation/server-to-server).  
See also a brief overview of the data standard for cross-
referencing data at “Data Transparency Standard 1.0”, 
IAB Tech Lab, 27 June 2019 (URL: 
https://iabtechlab.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/06/Data-Transparency-
Standard-1.0-Final-June-2019.pdf).  

118 user agent string, high resolution timestamp, location, 
URL etc.  

119 OpenRTB v3 (AdCOM) and OpenRTB v2.x. 
https://iabtechlab.com/standards/openrtb/.  

120 Based on industry data for a 30 day period, see "The 
Biggest Data Breach ICCL report on the scale of Real-
Time Bidding data broadcasts in the U.S. and Europe", 
ICCL, May 2022 (URL: https://www.iccl.ie/digital-
data/iccl-report-on-the-scale-of-real-time-bidding-data-
broadcasts-in-the-u-s-and-europe/).  

121 https://developers.google.com/authorized-
buyers/rtb/realtime-bidding-guide.  

122 Data protection supervisory authorities can order them 
to do so in order to comply with the security obligations 
in the GDPR, Article 5(1)f and Article 32.  

123 under GDPR Article 70(1)(e).  

124 “Capacity enhancement guide: securing web browsers 
and defending against malvertising for federal 
agencies”, CISA, January 2021 (URL: 
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Ca
pacity_Enhancement_Guide-
Securing_Web_Browsers_and_Defending_Against_Mal
vertising_for_Federal_Agencies.pdf), p. 2.  
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